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About This Game

Embroidery is one of the most ancient types of needlework and is always in fashion. Isn't that the most agreeable pastime in a
quiet evening? Just imagine: you, a rain sound, a warm plaid on your knees and a monotonous, but madly fascinating activity.

Cross-Stitch Puzzle is an amazing color game for real craft artist. Color the stitches and test your attention, wits and creativity
right now. Dive into brand new puzzles with grids tasks!

The rules are quite simple:

You are given a pattern of a picture and you have to fill it with the stitches in the right order. They form a picture that
corresponds to the pattern. Try 3 modes of puzzle: half, diagonal, quarter.

Special for you:

You have a lot of options to embroider: frills, rushes, frames.

4 Sets of Ornaments: African, North American, Asian, Slavonic.

And finally you have a possibility to embroider your picture in the free mode and save your own patterns.
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For just two dollars and after seeing what the game was sorta like and what the main tease for the game is...this game isn't nearly
as bad as it could have been and I already have bought a copy for my wife as well.. Great game. 9\/10. This game is not
polished, but if you enjoy micromanagement then you'll love this game, since your party has a tendency of doing whatever they
want unless you repeatedly click away. The game does provide a challenge with decent tactical gameplay. The story seems bleh,
character development is hardly a thing, leveling feels solid but I can't tell how much the stats and abilities upgrade\/matter. I
think you get what you pay for with this game.. This game manages to lag on i5 integrated card with 8gb of ram, lacks any
graphics quality settings and won't allow me to call standard unity quality settings window by holding shift during startup. Oh,
and it's just a simple puzzle game with some amazing minimal requirements. There are tons of unity games that run just fine
even on my 12 years old laptop, but this one doesn't even have an x86 build and manages to run slow on modern hardware.
Seems like a poorly executed and unoptimized game to meh. Sorry guys, thanks for the cards though.. Great game! Highly
addictive. Got killed by a floating eye without being able to do anything. I'm coming back for you son of a *****!!. Ok.. quick
reveiw here.. I see that Steam is telling me that I've played it for 3 hours... Really?? then why does my body hurt??

Seriously.. some background :) I'm 57, and up to now have primarily used Beatsaber as my workout game.. I find that to be great
for my heart rate <grin> in the 3 hours I've been working on PowerbeatsVR.. I have had my butt handed to me.. yes, this is a
music based game.. yes, you hit the blocks.. but as you increase the difficulty, your workout jumps immensely! I so far haven't
been happy with a single of my attempts at Advanced difficulty, let alone expert! This game is a keeper if you are interested in
getting into better shape, it's not a stand and swing like most beatsaber levels, it's much more active. Strongly reccommend it for
a workout.. Great game! Loads of fun with a lot of potential. This mod is fantastic, what's great about is the fact that it's free!
And set in the Western Front.

There are only four maps at the moment, but that doesn't stop us from having fun and intense moments in games or mods like
this.

The maps look good. My favourite is Oosterbeek, cause the British ^^.
Custom uniforms aren't to bad, but they look good for a mod.
The British models and sleeves look great and so does their weapons! ^^.
(The German G43 looks weird though)

There will be lots of fighting and explosions all around you
Combat feels like its more deadlier in this mod and more intense.
Probably because three maps in this game are kinda small, so don't be suprised to experience a lot of dying in the game or
maybe it's just me thinking that the maps are small idk.

The big downside is that it uses "Rising Storm" format or whatever, so if you don't have Rising Storm.

You won't be able to use other classes in either side and you'll only be able to use the Rifleman class.

But if that doesn't bother you or if you already have RS, go ahead and give this mod a try!. This is a visually stunning game that
flows wonderfully...I see some comparisons to Diablo and such, and there's some of that..in the best sense...and also has kind of
a Torchlight feel as well, which is nice. Very happy to have gotten this game. It's in it;s early stages, and in a sense, so am I as I
write this. Admittedly, it's quite a task to move around with ease (I'm using Keyboard\/Mouse)...walking around feels like
driving around in Grand Theft Auto III...that kind of wonky feel, yet still I am getting tremendous enjoyment from Blackfaun
thus far. TL;DR: Comparisons to other games are much more blessing than curse; and the positives completely outshine the
negatives. No regrets about getting Blackfaun, and lots to look forward to! Enthusiastic thumbs up from me! :)
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Love it! I own Descent 1, 2, and 3, which I played on my G4 Mac. Still have the games and the Mac. I will get this game as soon
as possible. I want to preorder, but I am not willing to give my credit card to be billed at a later date! How bout pay pal now!
Attempted to sponser but was too late. Great graphics, good game play. I can't wait for the complete game. Bought the "official"
new Descent, this is much better! Great to have the original people setting this game up.. An excellent addition to the game. Not
historically accurate, as clans were far less important than aristocracies in Inner Asia, particularly the Mongol Empire.
Nevertheless, the expansion of the map to Mongolia and expansion of play types are much appreciated.. A lot of fun twin stick
shooter, I'd definitely recommend it!. ENG:

Really good and fun Line Rider type of game, a testimonial! C:

FIN:

Todella hyv\u00e4 ja hauska Line Rider tyyppinen peli, suositteluni! C:. The description says it all, Its quite a tranquil journey.
Sometimes you just need to get away from the zombies and guns to deflate. Storm has brought me that calmness i wanted. I'm
really picky about puzzle games, but this just had me interested. I love the nature setting, it looks beautiful and has good music.
I'm a sucker for good music. If you've played Flower you'll probably like Storm.. Really easy going game, good nostalgic feeling
from DX ball. Worth the cents.
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